Puzzle Feeders

Puzzle Feeders are a great way to keep your animal engaged. They make your animal work for their food which means they have to think! Collect items you have around the house to make your own puzzle feeder for your animal.

**Supplies**
- Paper Towel Tubes
- Toilet Paper Tubes
- Cardboard Box with Low sides
- Scissors
- Tape or Glue
- Treats or food that your pet can eat

1. Cover your work area with newspaper to prevent a mess.
2. With help from an adult, cut holes in one side of a couple of your paper towel rolls.
3. Arrange tubes similar to what you see in the picture below to create a puzzle feeder in the cardboard box.
4. Use glue and/or tape to secure the pieces.
5. Place kibble or treats around the new puzzle feeder and let your pet work to get it out!

**Supplies**
- Muffin Tin
- Tennis Balls
- Treats or Food that your pet can eat!

1. Place a treat in some of the spaces in the muffin tin, but not all.
2. Place a tennis ball in each muffin tin space
3. Place it on the floor for your animal.
4. They will have to sniff and use their noses to figure out where the treats are!

Looking for more ways to learn about cats? Visit us at CarolinaTigerRescue.org/kids